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The Research-Based Curriculum are resources based on

cutting-edge research, tailored for KS3, KS4 or KS5. The

resources:

• Support student attainment and progression

• Promote intellectual curiosity in students of all prior

attainment

• Build understanding for more accessible ‘stretch’ beyond the

curriculum

• Develop core academic skills that aid progression including

critical thinking, metacognition, and written and verbal

communication

• Encourage students to see these subjects as engaging,

worthwhile and inspiring for continued study

The RBC packs contain six chapters (resources) suitable for

Key Stage 5 study. The resources span a range of exciting and

interdisciplinary topics related to either STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Maths), Social Sciences or Arts &

Humanities. Each pack includes roughly 6 hours of teaching and

practical, student-led activity content.

Each RBC pack contains: 1) Six resources that function as

subject ‘lessons’; 2) Activities at the end each resource for

students to test their learning; 3) Further Reading links related to

the subject; 4) Final Reflection Activity as the final assignment;

and 5) Teacher Guide and model activity answers (this

document).

Learner Aims

Content
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Teachers can use these resources flexibility. Students can

complete the resources individually or in groups, in or out of the

classroom. These packs help teachers:

• Use research-based learning to engage whole classes, not

just as ‘stretch’ for the most able

• Support more students earlier in high academic achievement

• Improve all-school enrichment strategies by providing

opportunities and resources

• Increase motivation and subject interest

To do this we encourage the ‘supported use’ approach. In other

words, teachers provide some guidance and support to students

in their independent use of the RBC packs.

The RBC packs bring inspired subject learning to all students.

These packs specially engage those students who might need

extra support and encouragement and could benefit from

engaging in the subject in a new way. The aim is that they are

delivered with some teacher guidance to build the confidence of

students as they complete a pack.

These packs build students’ prior attainment rather than being

offered only to those already academically able and motivated.

See more about delivery options on the following pages.

Suggested                   

School Use

Target Pupils
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To ensure all students can benefit from these materials, we

recommend they are delivered with ‘supported use.’

Supported Use means that this resource is designed to be used

partially with teacher introduction or instruction. While not

marked, each chapter and the final reflection activity are set up

so a teacher can help ease the students into the subject are or

use the resource in class.

More ideas for using these packs in your school:

1. Research Challenge

The resources can be used to ignite curiosity in new topics and

encourage independent research. Schools could hold a

research challenge across a class or year group to submit a

piece of work based on the resources. Pupils could submit

individually or in small groups, with a final celebration event.

2. “STEM”, “Social Sciences” or “Arts & Humanities”

Morning/Day

We know class time can be tight, so some schools ‘launch’

these packs and have students start them as part of a special

subject day. This can be great for all-staff engagement too.

3. After School Club

The resources can be completed in small groups (4-8 pupils)

across a series of weekly lunch clubs or after-school clubs.

Groups can reflect on their learning by presenting a talk or

poster on the subject matter at the end of the course.

Delivery Options
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4. Classroom Debate/ Discussion if a written Final

Reflection Activity isn’t possible

Resource packs can function as ‘transition’ projects over the

summer, serving as an introduction to the next level of study

between KS3 and KS4, or KS4 and KS5. Students could present

their reflections on the experience in a journal.

For each answer section, you have been provided with a ‘model 

answer’. These are an example of the sort of answer a student 

might give to each question, although in many cases there may 

be multiple answers a student could give. These serve as a 

starting guide. 

Each answer is linked to a question from the RBC.

The RBC programme builds on the University Learning in 

Schools programme (ULiS), which was successfully delivered 

and evaluated through the London Schools Excellence Fund in 

2015. The project was designed in a collaboration between 

Achievement for All and The Brilliant Club, the latter of which is 

the sister organisation of AccessEd. ULiS resulted in the design 

and dissemination of 15 schemes of work based on PhD 

research for teachers and pupils at Key Stage 5. 

The project was evaluated by LKMCo. Overall, pupils made 

higher than expected progress and felt more engaged with the 

subject content. The full evaluation can be found here: ULiS 

Evaluation.

For more information contact: hello@access-ed.ngo

Delivery Options 

(continued)

Model Answers

Origin and 

Evaluation

Questions
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This Scheme of Work (SoW) addressed the requirements of 

both the Design and Technology (D&T) and the Art & Design 

(A&D) A-Level Specifications. While AQA requirements are 

summarised in the coursebook, the SoW is equally applicable to 

the 3-dimensional design elements of the OCR, Eduqas and 

Edexcel A&D Specifications and the product design elements of 

the OCR, Eduqas and Edexcel D&T Specifications. Interestingly 

Eduqas also offer a vocational ‘Designing the Built Environment’ 

Specification and this SoW could be used as the ‘stimulus, 

issue, design brief, or problem’, required for the externally 

assessed element.

The SoW might also form the basis of an after-school club 

activity or extra-curricular project for A&D or D&T clubs, and 

elements would also be suitable for use in equivalent GCSE-

level teaching.

The SoW takes the pupil through a standard and fairly linear 

design process but, consistent with Ofqal’s interest in iterative 

design, it emphasises this approach as well.

The final outcome should be a project that could be included in 

pupils’ portfolio, either as a stand-alone project or as an 

exemplar of a range of design and presentation skills. It is 

expected to deliver some 10 pages of A3 work, although it could 

be expanded into a much larger project if appropriate for pupils.

Aim

Deliverable
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THE BACKGROUND TO SCHOOL DESIGN #1 – understanding 

the need. 

THE BACKGROUND TO SCHOOL DESIGN #2 – what has 

gone before.

ANALYSING A BRIEF and THINKING ABOUT WHAT YOU 

MUST THINK ABOUT – and looking at the ORGANISATION of 

your school.

INITIAL IDEAS and ITERATIVE DESIGN – specify, sketch, 

review, repeat.

FINAL IDEAS and PROTOTYPING

TESTING and EVALUATING 

Resource 1

Resource 2

Whilst there is no right or wrong or ‘model’ answers to a broad design brief such as this, 

each Resource (essentially each week’s work) is expected to produce the following 

outcomes and responses to the tasks set:

Resource 3

Resource 4

Resource 5

Resource 6
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